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ABSTRACT

Disclosed are a backlight brightness adjustment method and apparatus. The backlight 

brightness adjustment method includes the following steps: dividing a backlight area of a 

liquid crystal display (LCD) into multiple sub-areas, acquiring maximum pixel brightness 

5 M of each sub-area, and acquiring average pixel brightness A according to the maximum 

pixel brightness M; classifying the brightness into multiple brightness ranges, and 

separately adjusting duty cycles and drive currents of a backlight source in different 

brightness ranges according to the average pixel brightness A and the maximum pixel 

brightness M; determining, according to the maximum pixel brightness M of each sub-area, 

10 a brightness range of the sub-area, and acquiring an adjusted duty cycle and drive current 

that correspond to the brightness range of each sub-area; and correspondingly controlling 

illumination brightness of each sub-area by using the adjusted duty cycle and drive current. 

The present invention can further improve contrast of an LCD, and improve a display 

effect.
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BACKLIGHT BRIGHTNESS ADJUSTMENT METHOD AND 

APPARATUS

BACKGROUND

Technical Field

The present invention relates to the field of liquid crystal backlight technologies, and in 

particular, to a backlight brightness adjustment method and an apparatus.

Related Art

A liquid crystal display (LCD) is a passive luminous body, and a light-emitting diode 

(LED) backlight source that is located at the back of the LCD emits light. The LED 

backlight source is high in luminous efficiency, has a flexible combination manner, and is 

widely applied in liquid crystal flat screen televisions.

Currently, for a direct LED backlight source, brightness of each LED may be 

dynamically adjusted by using an area dimming algorithm, to achieve an objective of 

energy saving and enhancing dynamic contrast of an image. A conventional area dimming 

algorithm is to remain a maximum current unchanged, and control a PWM duty cycle value 

according to brightness content of a frame. In such a method, because backlight brightness 

of an LED cannot reach a maximum value most of the time, the method for dynamically 

improving contrast based on an area dimming algorithm still has some limitations, and due 

to a limitation on contrast improvement, a display effect of an LCD is still not desired, and 

a viewing effect is affected.

The foregoing content is merely intended to help understand the technical solutions of 

the present invention, but does not indicate an agreement that the foregoing content belongs 

to the prior art.

SUMMARY

A main objective of the present invention is to provide a backlight brightness 

adjustment method and apparatus, so as to resolve a technical problem that a display effect 

is not desired due to a limitation of improving contrast of an LCD based on an area 
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dimming algorithm.

In order to achieve the foregoing objective, the present invention provides a backlight 

brightness adjustment method, where the backlight brightness adjustment method includes 

the following steps:

dividing a backlight area of an LCD into multiple sub-areas, acquiring maximum pixel 

brightness M of each sub-area, and acquiring average pixel brightness A according to the 

maximum pixel brightness M;

classifying the brightness into multiple brightness ranges, and separately adjusting duty 

cycles and drive currents of a backlight source in different brightness ranges according to 

the average pixel brightness A and the maximum pixel brightness M;

determining, according to the maximum pixel brightness M of each sub-area, a 

brightness range of the sub-area, and acquiring an adjusted duty cycle and drive current that 

correspond to the brightness range of each sub-area; and

correspondingly controlling illumination brightness of each sub-area by using the 

adjusted duty cycle and drive current.

Preferably, the step of dividing a backlight area of an LCD into multiple sub-areas, 

acquiring maximum pixel brightness M of each sub-area, and acquiring average pixel 

brightness A according to the maximum pixel brightness M includes:

dividing the backlight area of the LCD into the multiple sub-areas, detecting pixel 

brightness of each sub-area, and acquiring maximum pixel brightness M of an LED in each 

sub-area according to an input frame; and

summing up the maximum pixel brightness M of all the sub-areas and calculating an 

average value, and using the average value as the average pixel brightness A.

Preferably, the brightness ranges include a first brightness range, a second brightness 

range, and a third brightness range; brightness in the first brightness range, the second 

brightness range, and the third brightness range progressively increases; and the step of 

classifying the brightness into multiple brightness ranges, and separately adjusting duty 
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cycles and drive currents of a backlight source in different brightness ranges according to 

the average pixel brightness A and the maximum pixel brightness M includes:

adjusting the duty cycles of the backlight source in the different brightness ranges 

according to the average pixel brightness A and the maximum pixel brightness M by using 

a first algorithm; and

adjusting the drive currents of the backlight source in the different brightness ranges 

according to the average pixel brightness A and the maximum pixel brightness M by using 

a second algorithm.

Preferably, the step of adjusting the duty cycles of the backlight source in the different 

brightness ranges according to the average pixel brightness A and the maximum pixel 

brightness M by using a first algorithm includes:

in the first brightness range, setting a first duty cycle Pl of the backlight source to be 

equal to Bl*(M+f(A)), where Bl is a first duty cycle adjustment coefficient, and B1>1;

in the second brightness range, setting a second duty cycle P2 of the backlight source 

to be equal to B2*M, where B2 is a second duty cycle adjustment coefficient, and 1<B2<2; 

and

in the third brightness range, setting a third duty cycle P3 of the backlight source to be 

a maximum duty cycle of the backlight source.

Preferably, when an input frame is a 100% dark burst frame, the backlight source is 

turned off, where the first duty cycle Pl of the backlight source is equal to 0.

Preferably, the step of adjusting the drive currents of the backlight source in the 

different brightness ranges according to the average pixel brightness A and the maximum 

pixel brightness M by using a second algorithm includes:

in the first brightness range, setting a first drive current II of the backlight source to be 

a maximum drive current I of the backlight source; and

in the second brightness range, setting a second drive current 12 of the backlight source 

to be equal to Cl*I+f(M, A), where Cl is a first current adjustment coefficient, 0<Cl<l, 
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and f(M, A)>0; and

in the third brightness range, setting a third drive current 13 of the backlight source to 

be equal to I+f(M, A), where f(M, A)<0.

Preferably, when the illumination brightness of each sub-area is controlled by using the 

adjusted duty cycle, the adjusted duty cycle is stored in at least one drive IC register, and a 

waveform signal corresponding to the duty cycle is output by using the drive IC register to 

control the illumination brightness of each sub-area.

In addition, in order to achieve the foregoing objective, the present invention further 

provides a backlight brightness adjustment apparatus, where the apparatus includes:

an acquiring module, configured to divide a backlight area of an LCD into multiple 

sub-areas, acquire maximum pixel brightness M of each sub-area, and acquire average pixel 

brightness A according to the maximum pixel brightness M;

an adjustment module, configured to classify the brightness into multiple brightness 

ranges, and separately adjust duty cycles and drive currents of a backlight source in 

different brightness ranges according to the average pixel brightness A and the maximum 

pixel brightness M;

a determining module, configured to determine, according to the maximum pixel 

brightness M of each sub-area, a brightness range of the sub-area, and acquire an adjusted 

duty cycle and drive current that correspond to the brightness range of each sub-area; and

a control module, configured to correspondingly control illumination brightness of 

each sub-area by using the adjusted duty cycle and drive current.

Preferably, the acquiring module is specifically configured to divide the backlight area 

of the LCD into the multiple sub-areas, detect pixel brightness of each sub-area, and 

acquire maximum pixel brightness M of an LED in each sub-area according to an input 

frame; and sum up the maximum pixel brightness M of all the sub-areas and calculate an 

average value, and use the average value as the average pixel brightness A.

Preferably, the brightness ranges include a first brightness range, a second brightness
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range, and a third brightness range; brightness in the first brightness range, the second 

brightness range, and the third brightness range progressively increases; and the adjustment 

module includes:

a duty cycle adjustment unit, configured to adjust the duty cycles of the backlight 

source in the different brightness ranges according to the average pixel brightness A and the 

maximum pixel brightness M by using a first algorithm; and

a drive current adjustment unit, configured to adjust the drive currents of the backlight 

source in the different brightness ranges according to the average pixel brightness A and the 

maximum pixel brightness M by using a second algorithm.

Preferably, the duty cycle adjustment unit includes:

a first adjustment subunit, configured to: in the first brightness range, set a first duty 

cycle Pl of the backlight source to be equal to Bl*(M+f(A)), where Bl is a first duty cycle 

adjustment coefficient, and B1>1;

a second adjustment subunit, configured to: in the second brightness range, set a 

second duty cycle P2 of the backlight source to be equal to B2*M, where B2 is a second 

duty cycle adjustment coefficient, and 1<B2<2; and

a third adjustment subunit, configured to: in the third brightness range, set a third duty 

cycle P3 of the backlight source to be a maximum duty cycle of the backlight source.

Preferably, the first adjustment subunit is further configured to: when an input frame is 

a 100% dark burst frame, turn off the backlight source, where the first duty cycle Pl of the 

backlight source is equal to 0.

Preferably, the drive current adjustment unit includes:

a fourth adjustment subunit, configured to: in the first brightness range, set a first drive 

current II of the backlight source to be a maximum drive current I of the backlight source;

a fifth adjustment subunit, configured to: in the second brightness range, set a second 

drive current 12 of the backlight source to be equal to Cl*I+f(M, A), where Cl is a first 

current adjustment coefficient, 0<Cl<l, and f(M, A)>0; and
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a sixth adjustment subunit, configured to: in the third brightness range, set a third drive 

current 13 of the backlight source to be equal to I+f(M, A), where f(M, A)<0.

Preferably, the control module is specifically configured to: when controlling the 

illumination brightness of each sub-area by using the adjusted duty cycle, store the adjusted 

duty cycle in at least one drive IC register, and output, by using the drive IC register, a 

waveform signal corresponding to the duty cycle to control the illumination brightness of 

each sub-area.

The present invention provides a backlight brightness adjustment method and 

apparatus, where a backlight area of an LCD is divided into multiple sub-areas, brightness 

is divided into multiple brightness ranges, and then, a duty cycle and a drive current of a 

backlight source are dynamically adjusted according to maximum pixel brightness M and 

average pixel brightness A of each sub-area, to control illumination brightness of each 

sub-area; in this way, the duty cycle and the drive current of the backlight source can be 

dynamically adjusted according to a current frame, so as to enlarge a range of illumination 

brightness of an LED of the backlight source, further improve contrast, and enhance a 

display effect.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic flowchart of an embodiment of a backlight brightness adjustment 

method according to the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a detailed schematic flowchart of step S102 in FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a curve of luminous power and a current of a 

light-emitting diode;

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of functional modules in an embodiment of a backlight 

brightness adjustment apparatus according to the present invention; and

FIG. 5 is a detailed schematic diagram of functional modules in an adjustment module 

in FIG. 4.

Implementation, functional characteristics, and advantages of the objective of the 
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present invention are further described in combination with embodiments and with 

reference to the accompanying drawings.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

It should be appreciated that specific embodiments described herein are merely used to 

explain the present invention, and are not intended to limit the present invention.

The present invention provides a backlight brightness adjustment method. Referring to 

FIG. 1, in an embodiment, the backlight brightness adjustment method includes:

Step S101: Divide a backlight area of an LCD into multiple sub-areas, acquire 

maximum pixel brightness M of each sub-area, and acquire average pixel brightness A 

according to the maximum pixel brightness M.

In this embodiment, the backlight area of the LCD is divided into several sub-areas of a 

same size, and for an LED light in each sub-area obtained through classification, the 

maximum pixel brightness M of each sub-area is acquired according to a transmitted frame. 

In this embodiment, pixel brightness of each sub-area is detected, to obtain the maximum 

pixel brightness M of each sub-area, and then, the maximum pixel brightness M of all the 

sub-areas is summed up and an average value is calculated, where the average value is the 

average pixel brightness A.

In this embodiment, the backlight area of the LCD is divided into the multiple 

sub-areas, so as to separately control backlight brightness of the multiple sub-areas.

Step S102: Classify the brightness into multiple brightness ranges, and separately 

adjust duty cycles and drive currents of a backlight source in different brightness ranges 

according to the average pixel brightness A and the maximum pixel brightness M.

In this embodiment, the brightness is divided into the multiple brightness ranges. Using 

an 8-bit grayscale as an example for description, in grayscales 0 to 255, two grayscales al 

and a2 (al<a2) in the middle are taken, 0 to al is classified into a low brightness range, al 

to a2 is classified into a moderate brightness range, and a2 to 255 is classified into a high 

brightness range. This embodiment is not limited to the foregoing brightness classification 

manner, and classification may also be performed in another manner.
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In this embodiment, the duty cycles of the backlight source in the different brightness 

ranges are separately adjusted according to the average pixel brightness A and the 

maximum pixel brightness M. As described above, if the brightness is classified into three 

brightness ranges, duty cycles corresponding to the three brightness ranges are separately 

adjusted, and gain curves of the duty cycles corresponding to the three brightness range are 

made continuous; and drive currents corresponding to the three brightness ranges are 

separately adjusted according to a luminous characteristic of an LED, and current curves 

corresponding to the three brightness range are made continuous.

In this embodiment, the duty cycles and the drive currents of the backlight source in 

the different brightness ranges are separately adjusted according to the average pixel 

brightness A and the maximum pixel brightness M, that is, a duty cycle and a drive current 

of the backlight source can be dynamically adjusted according to a current frame of the 

LCD, so as to enlarge a range of illumination brightness of the LED and further improve 

contrast.

Step S103: Determine, according to the maximum pixel brightness M of each sub-area, 

a brightness range of the sub-area, and acquire an adjusted duty cycle and drive current that 

correspond to the brightness range of each sub-area.

In this embodiment, the brightness range of each sub-area is determined according to 

the maximum pixel brightness M of the sub-area, it is determined whether each sub-area 

belongs to a low brightness range, a moderate brightness range, or a high brightness range, 

and then, a corresponding adjusted duty cycle and drive current are acquired according to 

the brightness range of each sub-area.

In this embodiment, the brightness is classified into the multiple brightness ranges, and 

the brightness range of each sub-area is determined, so as to separately control backlight 

brightness of sub-areas in the different brightness ranges.

Step S104: Correspondingly control illumination brightness of each sub-area by using 

the adjusted duty cycle and drive current.

In this embodiment, when the illumination brightness of each sub-area is controlled by 
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using the adjusted duty cycle, the adjusted duty cycle is stored in at least one drive IC 

register, and a waveform signal corresponding to the duty cycle is output by using the drive 

IC register to control the illumination brightness of each sub-area.

Further, when a rising edge of a vertical synchronization signal VSYNC generated by a 

master IC of the LCD comes, the master IC starts to acquire image information and send 

the image information to a processor by using an SPI interface, and the processor adjusts a 

duty cycle of the image information, and stores an adjusted duty cycle in one driver or 

multiple IC registers, so that the IC registers output waveform signals with different duty 

cycles, to control illumination brightness of an LED, thereby controlling display brightness 

of each sub-area.

In this embodiment, not only is a duty cycle dynamically adjusted according to frame 

brightness of each sub-area, but also a drive current of an LED is dynamically adjusted 

according to a luminous characteristic of the LED, so that the backlight source can also be 

expanded in a dark scene, and in a bright scene, brightness can be improved in a short time; 

in this way, a dynamic brightness range can be enlarged, contrast of a dynamic frame is 

further improved, and a display effect is enhanced.

Compared with the prior art, in this embodiment, a backlight area of an LCD is divided 

into multiple sub-areas, brightness is divided into multiple brightness ranges, and then, a 

duty cycle and a drive current of a backlight source are dynamically adjusted according to 

maximum pixel brightness M and average pixel brightness A of each sub-area, to control 

illumination brightness of each sub-area; in this way, the duty cycle and the drive current of 

the backlight source can be dynamically adjusted according to a current frame, so as to 

enlarge a range of illumination brightness of an LED of the backlight source, further 

improve contrast, and enhance a display effect.

In a preferred embodiment, as shown in FIG. 2, based on the embodiment shown in 

FIG. 1, step S102 includes:

Step S1021: Adjust the duty cycles of the backlight source in the different brightness 

ranges according to the average pixel brightness A and the maximum pixel brightness M by 
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using a first algorithm.

Step S1022: Adjust the drive currents of the backlight source in the different brightness 

ranges according to the average pixel brightness A and the maximum pixel brightness M by 

using a second algorithm.

In this embodiment, the brightness ranges obtained through classification preferably 

include a first brightness range, a second brightness range, and a third brightness range; 

brightness in the first brightness range, the second brightness range, and the third brightness 

range progressively increases; and it may also be understood as that the brightness ranges 

preferably include a low brightness range, a moderate brightness range, and a high 

brightness range. When duty cycles and drive currents of the backlight source in the first 

brightness range, the second brightness range, and the third brightness range are adjusted 

by using the first algorithm, in the first brightness range, the duty cycle is made to have a 

gain, and improving the drive current in such a manner helps improve contrast; in the 

second brightness range, the duty cycle is made nonlinear, and more uniform grayscale 

distribution indicates a smaller drive current; in this way, a voltage of a drive circuit is 

decreased; therefore, power consumption is decreased; and in the third brightness range, the 

duty cycle is made constant, and more uniform grayscale distribution indicates a more 

bright frame and fewer frame details; therefore, the drive current needs to be reduced, so 

that the voltage of the drive circuit is also decreased, and power consumption is decreased.

In a preferred embodiment, step S1021 in the foregoing embodiment in FIG. 2, that is, 

the step of adjusting the duty cycles of the backlight source in the different brightness 

ranges according to the average pixel brightness A and the maximum pixel brightness M by 

using a first algorithm, includes:

in the first brightness range, setting a first duty cycle Pl of the backlight source to be 

equal to Bl*(M+f(A)), where Bl is a first duty cycle adjustment coefficient, B1>1, f(A) is 

a correction function using the average pixel brightness A as a variable, and when a frame 

of an input image is an 100% dark burst frame, backlight is required to be turned off, so 

that a duty cycle of a corresponding sub-area is 0;
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in the second brightness range, setting a second duty cycle P2 of the backlight source 

to be equal to B2*M, where B2 is a second duty cycle adjustment coefficient, and 1<B2<2; 

and

in the third brightness range, setting a third duty cycle P3 of the backlight source to be 

a maximum duty cycle of the backlight source.

In this embodiment, values of the first duty cycle adjustment coefficient B1, the second 

duty cycle adjustment coefficient B2, and the correction function f(A) are adjusted and 

configured, so that the gain curves of the duty cycles of the first brightness range, the 

second brightness range, and the third brightness range are continuous.

In a preferred embodiment, with reference to FIG. 3, FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of 

a luminous characteristic of an LED, where a horizontal coordinate is a drive current value, 

a vertical coordinate is luminous power (higher luminous power indicates a larger 

brightness value). With a given direct drive current, after the LED works, the LED reaches 

a saturation area very quickly and remains stable, and illumination brightness remains 

constant. That is, if the luminous characteristic of the LED is inputting different current 

values, illumination brightness is different. If a current that exceeds a rated value is input, 

illumination brightness of the LED exceeds brightness in a rated state in a short time, and 

then, falls back to the saturation area slowly, and the illumination brightness remains 

constant. The drive current of the backlight source can be adjusted by using the 

characteristic of the LED. Step S1022 in the foregoing embodiment in FIG. 2, that is, the 

step of adjusting the drive currents of the backlight source in the different brightness ranges 

according to the average pixel brightness A and the maximum pixel brightness M by using 

a second algorithm, includes:

in the first brightness range, setting a first drive current II of the backlight source to be 

a maximum drive current I of the backlight source, where the maximum drive current I is a 

maximum current value in a specification;

in the second brightness range, setting a second drive current 12 of the backlight source 

to be equal to Cl*I+f(M, A), where Cl is a first current adjustment coefficient, O<C1<1, 
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f(M, A)>0, f(M, A) is a function using the average pixel brightness A and the maximum 

pixel brightness M as variables, and a larger difference between maximum pixel brightness 

M and average pixel brightness A of a frame of a sub-area indicates more discrete grayscale 

distribution of the sub-area and larger Cl and f(M, A); otherwise, a smaller difference 

between maximum pixel brightness M and average pixel brightness A of a frame of a 

sub-area indicates more uniform grayscale distribution of the sub-area and smaller Cl and 

f(M, A); and

in the third brightness range, setting a third drive current 13 of the backlight source to 

be equal to I+f(M, A), where f(M, A)<0, f(M, A) is also function using the average pixel 

brightness A and the maximum pixel brightness M as variables with a difference in a value 

range, a larger difference between maximum pixel brightness M and average pixel 

brightness A of a frame of a sub-area indicates more discrete grayscale distribution of the 

sub-area and larger f(M, A); otherwise, f(M, A) is smaller.

In this embodiment, values of the first current adjustment coefficient Cl and f(M, A) 

are adjusted and configured, so that the current curves of the first brightness range, the 

second brightness range, and the third brightness range are continuous.

The present invention further provides a backlight brightness adjustment apparatus. As 

shown in FIG. 4, in an embodiment, the apparatus includes an acquiring module 101, an 

adjustment module 102, a determining module 103, and a control module 104.

The acquiring module 101 is configured to divide a backlight area of an LCD into 

multiple sub-areas, acquire maximum pixel brightness M of each sub-area, and acquire 

average pixel brightness A according to the maximum pixel brightness M;

In this embodiment, the backlight area of the LCD is divided into several sub-areas of a 

same size, and for an LED light in each sub-area obtained through classification, the 

maximum pixel brightness M of each sub-area is acquired according to a transmitted frame. 

In this embodiment, pixel brightness of each sub-area is detected, to obtain the maximum 

pixel brightness M of each sub-area, and then, the maximum pixel brightness M of all the 

sub-areas is summed up and an average value is calculated, where the average value is the 
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average pixel brightness A.

In this embodiment, the backlight area of the LCD is divided into the multiple 

sub-areas, so as to separately control backlight brightness of the multiple sub-areas.

The adjustment module 102 is configured to classify the brightness into multiple 

brightness ranges, and separately adjust duty cycles and drive currents of a backlight source 

in different brightness ranges according to the average pixel brightness A and the maximum 

pixel brightness M.

In this embodiment, the brightness is divided into the multiple brightness ranges. Using 

an 8-bit grayscale as an example for description, in grayscales 0 to 255, two grayscales al 

and a2 (al<a2) in the middle are taken, 0 to al is classified into a low brightness range, al 

to a2 is classified into a moderate brightness range, and a2 to 255 is classified into a high 

brightness range. This embodiment is not limited to the foregoing brightness classification 

manner, and classification may also be performed in another manner.

In this embodiment, the duty cycles of the backlight source in the different brightness 

ranges are separately adjusted according to the average pixel brightness A and the 

maximum pixel brightness M. As described above, if the brightness is classified into three 

brightness ranges, duty cycles corresponding to the three brightness ranges are separately 

adjusted, and gain curves of the duty cycles corresponding to the three brightness range are 

made continuous; and drive currents corresponding to the three brightness ranges are 

separately adjusted according to a luminous characteristic of an LED, and current curves 

corresponding to the three brightness range are made continuous.

In this embodiment, the duty cycles and the drive currents of the backlight source in 

the different brightness ranges are separately adjusted according to the average pixel 

brightness A and the maximum pixel brightness M, that is, a duty cycle and a drive current 

of the backlight source can be dynamically adjusted according to a current frame of the 

LCD, so as to enlarge a range of illumination brightness of the LED and further improve 

contrast.

The determining module 103 is configured to determine, according to the maximum 
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pixel brightness M of each sub-area, a brightness range of the sub-area, and acquire an 

adjusted duty cycle and drive current that correspond to the brightness range of each 

sub-area.

In this embodiment, the brightness range of each sub-area is determined according to 

the maximum pixel brightness M of the sub-area, it is determined whether each sub-area 

belongs to a low brightness range, a moderate brightness range, or a high brightness range, 

and then, a corresponding adjusted duty cycle and drive current are acquired according to 

the brightness range of each sub-area.

In this embodiment, the brightness is classified into the multiple brightness ranges, and 

the brightness range of each sub-area is determined, so as to separately control backlight 

brightness of sub-areas in the different brightness ranges.

The control module 104 is configured to correspondingly control illumination 

brightness of each sub-area by using the adjusted duty cycle and drive current.

In this embodiment, when the illumination brightness of each sub-area is controlled by 

using the adjusted duty cycle, the adjusted duty cycle is stored in at least one drive IC 

register, and a waveform signal corresponding to the duty cycle is output by using the drive 

IC register to control the illumination brightness of each sub-area.

Further, when a rising edge of a vertical synchronization signal VSYNC generated by a 

master IC of the LCD comes, the master IC starts to acquire image information and send 

the image information to a processor by using an SPI interface, and the processor adjusts a 

duty cycle of the image information, and stores an adjusted duty cycle in one driver or 

multiple IC registers, so that the IC registers output waveform signals with different duty 

cycles, to control illumination brightness of an LED, thereby controlling display brightness 

of each sub-area.

In this embodiment, not only is a duty cycle dynamically adjusted according to frame 

brightness of each sub-area, but also a drive current of an LED is dynamically adjusted 

according to a luminous characteristic of the LED, so that the backlight source can also be 

expanded in a dark scene, and in a bright scene, brightness can be improved in a short time; 
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in this way, a dynamic brightness range can be enlarged, contrast of a dynamic frame is 

further improved, and a display effect is enhanced.

In a preferred embodiment, as shown in FIG. 5, based on the embodiment shown in 

FIG. 4, the adjustment module 102 includes:

a duty cycle adjustment unit 1021, configured to adjust the duty cycles of the backlight 

source in the different brightness ranges according to the average pixel brightness A and the 

maximum pixel brightness M by using a first algorithm; and

a drive current adjustment unit 1022, configured to adjust the drive currents of the 

backlight source in the different brightness ranges according to the average pixel brightness 

A and the maximum pixel brightness M by using a second algorithm.

In this embodiment, the brightness ranges obtained through classification preferably 

include a first brightness range, a second brightness range, and a third brightness range; 

brightness in the first brightness range, the second brightness range, and the third brightness 

range progressively increases; and it may also be understood as that the brightness ranges 

preferably include a low brightness range, a moderate brightness range, and a high 

brightness range. When duty cycles and drive currents of the backlight source in the first 

brightness range, the second brightness range, and the third brightness range are adjusted 

by using the first algorithm, in the first brightness range, the duty cycle is made to have a 

gain, and improving the drive current in such a manner helps improve contrast; in the 

second brightness range, the duty cycle is made nonlinear, and more uniform grayscale 

distribution indicates a smaller drive current; in this way, a voltage of a drive circuit is 

decreased; therefore, power consumption is decreased; and in the third brightness range, the 

duty cycle is made constant, and more uniform grayscale distribution indicates a more 

bright frame and fewer frame details; therefore, the drive current needs to be reduced, so 

that the voltage of the drive circuit is also decreased, and power consumption is decreased.

In a preferred embodiment, in the foregoing embodiment in FIG. 5, the duty cycle 

adjustment unit 1021 includes:

a first adjustment subunit, configured to: in the first brightness range, set a first duty 
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cycle Pl of the backlight source to be equal to Bl*(M+f(A)), where Bl is a first duty cycle 

adjustment coefficient, B1>1, f(A) is a correction function using the average pixel 

brightness A as a variable, and when a frame of an input image is an 100% dark burst frame, 

backlight is required to be turned off, so that a duty cycle of a corresponding sub-area is 0;

a second adjustment subunit, configured to: in the second brightness range, set a 

second duty cycle P2 of the backlight source to be equal to B2*M, where B2 is a second 

duty cycle adjustment coefficient, and 1<B2<2; and

a third adjustment subunit, configured to: in the third brightness range, set a third duty 

cycle P3 of the backlight source to be a maximum duty cycle of the backlight source.

In this embodiment, values of the first duty cycle adjustment coefficient B1, the second 

duty cycle adjustment coefficient B2, and the correction function f(A) are adjusted and 

configured, so that the gain curves of the duty cycles of the first brightness range, the 

second brightness range, and the third brightness range are continuous.

In a preferred embodiment, with reference to FIG. 3, FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of 

a luminous characteristic of an LED. With a given direct drive current, after the LED works, 

the LED reaches a saturation area very quickly and remains stable, and illumination 

brightness remains constant. That is, if the luminous characteristic of the LED is inputting 

different current values, illumination brightness is different. If a current that exceeds a rated 

value is input, illumination brightness of the LED exceeds brightness in a rated state in a 

short time, and then, falls back to the saturation area slowly, and the illumination brightness 

remains constant. The drive current of the backlight source can be adjusted by using the 

characteristic of the LED. In the foregoing embodiment in FIG. 5, the drive current 

adjustment unit 1022 includes:

a fourth adjustment subunit, configured to: in the first brightness range, set a first drive 

current II of the backlight source to be a maximum drive current I of the backlight source, 

where the maximum drive current I is a maximum current value in a specification;

a fifth adjustment subunit, configured to: in the second brightness range, set a second 

drive current 12 of the backlight source to be equal to Cl*I+f(M, A), where Cl is a first
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current adjustment coefficient, O<C1<1, f(M, A)>0, f(M, A) is a function using the average 

pixel brightness A and the maximum pixel brightness M as variables, and a larger 
difference between maximum pixel brightness M and average pixel brightness A of a 
frame of a sub-area indicates more discrete grayscale distribution of the sub-area and larger 
Cl and f(M, A); otherwise, a smaller difference between maximum pixel brightness M and 
average pixel brightness A of a frame of a sub-area indicates more uniform grayscale 
distribution of the sub-area and smaller Cl and f(M, A); and

a sixth adjustment subunit, configured to: in the third brightness range, set a third 

drive current 13 of the backlight source to be equal to I+f(M, A), where f(M, A)<0, f(M, 
A) is also function using the average pixel brightness A and the maximum pixel brightness 
M as variables with a difference in a value range, a larger difference between maximum 
pixel brightness M and average pixel brightness A of a frame of a sub-area indicates more 
discrete grayscale distribution of the sub-area and larger f(M, A); otherwise, f(M, A) is 
smaller.

In this embodiment, values of the first current adjustment coefficient Cl and f(M, A) 

are adjusted and configured, so that the current curves of the first brightness range, the 
second brightness range, and the third brightness range are continuous.

The foregoing descriptions are merely preferred embodiments of the present 
invention but are not intended to limit the patent scope of the present invention. Any 
equivalent modifications made to the structures or processes based on the content of the 
specification and the accompanying drawings of the present invention for direct or indirect 
use in other relevant technical fields shall also be encompassed in the patent protection 

scope of the present invention.

It will be understood that the term “comprise” and any of its derivatives (eg 
comprises, comprising) as used in this specification is to be taken to be inclusive of 
features to which it refers, and is not meant to exclude the presence of any additional 

features unless otherwise stated or implied.

The reference to any prior art in this specification is not, and should not be taken as, 
an acknowledgement or any form of suggestion that such prior art forms part of the 

common general knowledge.
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What is claimed is:

1. A backlight brightness adjustment method, wherein the backlight brightness adjustment 

method comprises the following steps:
dividing a backlight area of a liquid crystal display (LCD) into multiple sub-areas, acquiring 

maximum pixel brightness M of each sub-area, and acquiring average pixel brightness A 

according to the maximum pixel brightness M;
classifying the brightness into multiple brightness ranges, wherein, the brightness ranges 

comprise a first brightness range, a second brightness range, and a third brightness range, and 
brightness in the first brightness range, the second brightness range, and the third brightness 
range progressively increase;

adjusting the duty cycles of the backlight source in the different brightness ranges according 
to the average pixel brightness A and the maximum pixel brightness M by using a first algorithm;

adjusting the drive currents of the backlight source in the different brightness ranges 
according to the average pixel brightness A, the maximum pixel brightness M, and a maximum 
drive current of the backlight source by using a second algorithm;

determining, according to the maximum pixel brightness M of each sub-area, a brightness 

range of the sub-area, and acquiring an adjusted duty cycle and drive current that correspond to 
the brightness range of each sub-area; and

correspondingly controlling illumination brightness of each sub-area by using the adjusted 

duty cycle and drive current;
wherein the step of adjusting the drive currents of the backlight source in the different 

brightness ranges according to the average pixel brightness A and the maximum pixel brightness 
M by using a second algorithm comprises:

in the first brightness range, setting a first drive current II of the backlight source to be a 
maximum drive current I of the backlight source;

in the second brightness range, setting a second drive current 12 of the backlight source to 
be equal to Cl*I+fl(M, A), wherein Cl is a first current adjustment coefficient, O<C1<1, fl(M, 

A) is a function using the average pixel brightness A and the maximum pixel brightness M as
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variables, and fl(M, A)>0; and
in the third brightness range, setting a third drive current 13 of the backlight source to be 

equal to I+f2(M, A), wherein_f2(M, A) is a function using the average pixel brightness A and the 

maximum pixel brightness M as variables, and f2(M, A)<0.

2. The backlight brightness adjustment method according to claim 1, wherein the step of 
dividing a backlight area of an LCD into multiple sub-areas, acquiring maximum pixel 

brightness M of each sub-area, and acquiring average pixel brightness A according to the 

maximum pixel brightness M comprises:
dividing the backlight area of the LCD into the multiple sub-areas, detecting pixel 

brightness of each sub-area, and acquiring maximum pixel brightness M of a light-emitting diode 
(LED) in each sub-area according to an input frame; and

summing up the maximum pixel brightness M of all the sub-areas and calculating an 

average value, and using the average value as the average pixel brightness A.

3. The backlight brightness adjustment method according to claim 1, wherein the step of 

adjusting the duty cycles of the backlight source in the different brightness ranges according to 
the average pixel brightness A and the maximum pixel brightness M by using a first algorithm 

comprises:
in the first brightness range, setting a first duty cycle Pl of the backlight source to be equal 

to Bl*(M+f(A)), wherein Bl is a first duty cycle adjustment coefficient, and B1>1;

in the second brightness range, setting a second duty cycle P2 of the backlight source to be 
equal to B2*M, wherein B2 is a second duty cycle adjustment coefficient, and 1<B2<2; and

in the third brightness range, setting a third duty cycle P3 of the backlight source to be a 
maximum duty cycle of the backlight source.

4. The backlight brightness adjustment method according to claim 3, wherein when an input 

frame is a 100% dark burst frame, the backlight source is turned off, wherein the first duty cycle 

P1 of the backlight source is equal to 0.

5. The backlight brightness adjustment method according to any one of claims 1 to 4, 
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wherein when the illumination brightness of each sub-area is controlled by using the adjusted 
duty cycle, the adjusted duty cycle is stored in at least one drive IC register, and a waveform 
signal corresponding to the duty cycle is output by using the drive IC register to control the 

illumination brightness of each sub-area.

6. A backlight brightness adjustment apparatus, wherein the apparatus comprises:
an acquiring module, configured to divide a backlight area of a liquid crystal display (LCD) 

into multiple sub-areas, acquire maximum pixel brightness M of each sub-area, and acquire 

average pixel brightness A according to the maximum pixel brightness M;
an adjustment module, configured to classify the brightness into multiple brightness ranges, 

and separately adjust duty cycles and drive currents of a backlight source in different brightness 
ranges according to the average pixel brightness A and the maximum pixel brightness M;

a determining module, configured to determine, according to the maximum pixel brightness 

M of each sub-area, a brightness range of the sub-area, and acquire an adjusted duty cycle and 
drive current that correspond to the brightness range of each sub-area; and

a control module, configured to correspondingly control illumination brightness of each 
sub-area by using the adjusted duty cycle and drive current;

wherein the brightness ranges comprise a first brightness range, a second brightness range, 
and a third brightness range; brightness in the first brightness range, the second brightness range, 
and the third brightness range progressively increases; and the adjustment module comprises:

a duty cycle adjustment unit, configured to adjust the duty cycles of the backlight source in 

the different brightness ranges according to the average pixel brightness A and the maximum 
pixel brightness M by using a first algorithm; and

a drive current adjustment unit, configured to adjust the drive currents of the backlight 
source in the different brightness ranges according to the average pixel brightness A, the 
maximum pixel brightness M, and a maximum drive current of the backlight source by using a 
second algorithm;

wherein the drive current adjustment unit comprises:

a fourth adjustment subunit, configured to: in the first brightness range, set a first drive 
current II of the backlight source to be a maximum drive current I of the backlight source;

a fifth adjustment subunit, configured to: in the second brightness range, set a second drive
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current 12 of the backlight source to be equal to Cl*I+fl(M, A), wherein Cl is a first current
adjustment coefficient, O<C1<1, fl(M, A) is a function using the average pixel brightness A and

the maximum pixel brightness M as variables, and fl(M, A)>0; and
a sixth adjustment subunit, configured to: in the third brightness range, set a third drive 

current 13 of the backlight source to be equal to I+f2(M, A), wherein f2(M, A) is a function using 

the average pixel brightness A and the maximum pixel brightness M as variables, and f2(M, 
A)<0.

7. The backlight brightness adjustment apparatus according to claim 6, wherein the 
acquiring module is specifically configured to divide the backlight area of the LCD into the 

multiple sub-areas, detect pixel brightness of each sub-area, and acquire maximum pixel 
brightness M of a light-emitting diode (LED) in each sub-area according to an input frame; and 

sum up the maximum pixel brightness M of all the sub-areas and calculate an average value, and 

use the average value as the average pixel brightness A.

8. The backlight brightness adjustment apparatus according to claim 6, wherein the duty 

cycle adjustment unit comprises:
a first adjustment subunit, configured to: in the first brightness range, set a first duty cycle 

Pl of the backlight source to be equal to Bl*(M+f(A)), wherein Bl is a first duty cycle 
adjustment coefficient, and B1>1;

a second adjustment subunit, configured to: in the second brightness range, set a second 
duty cycle P2 of the backlight source to be equal to B2*M, wherein B2 is a second duty cycle 

adjustment coefficient, and 1<B2<2; and

a third adjustment subunit, configured to: in the third brightness range, set a third duty cycle 
P3 of the backlight source to be a maximum duty cycle of the backlight source.

9. The backlight brightness adjustment apparatus according to claim 8, wherein the first 
adjustment subunit is further configured to: when an input frame is a 100% dark burst frame, 

turn off the backlight source, wherein the first duty cycle P1 of the backlight source is equal to 0.

10. The backlight brightness adjustment apparatus according to any one of claims 6 to 9,
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wherein the control module is specifically configured to: when controlling the illumination 
brightness of each sub-area by using the adjusted duty cycle, store the adjusted duty cycle in at 
least one drive IC register, and output, by using the drive IC register, a waveform signal 

corresponding to the duty cycle to control the illumination brightness of each sub-area.
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